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ABSTRACT

End-to-end multilingual ASR has become more appealing be-
cause of several reasons such as simplifying the training and deploy-
ment process and positive performance transfer from high-resource
to low-resource languages. However, scaling up the number of lan-
guages, total hours, and number of unique tokens is not a trivial task.
This paper explores large-scale multilingual ASR models on 70 lan-
guages. We inspect two architectures: (1) Shared embedding and
output and (2) Multiple embedding and output model. In the shared
model experiments, we show the importance of tokenization strategy
across different languages. Later, we use our optimal tokenization
strategy to train multiple embedding and output model to further im-
prove our result. Our multilingual ASR achieves 13.9%-15.6% av-
erage WER relative improvement compared to monolingual models.
We show that our multilingual ASR generalizes well on an unseen
dataset and domain, achieving 9.5% and 7.5% WER on Multilingual
Librispeech (MLS) with zero-shot and finetuning, respectively.

Index Terms— Multilingual, speech recognition, multi-softmax,
RNN-T, tokenization

1. INTRODUCTION

Modern end-to-end (E2E) automatic speech recognition (ASR) mod-
els, such as recurrent neural network transducers (i.e., RNN-T) [1–7]
and attention-based encoder-decoder models [8–12], have the ability
to benefit from very large amounts of speech data [13]. They cap-
ture acoustic variabilities in their encoder modules while modeling
the linguistic structure of language in their decoder modules. Due
mainly to this scalability, E2E models have enabled great strides in
multilingual ASR research, which aims to create a single model that
can recognize multiple languages at the same time [14–21].

Training and deploying multilingual ASR models has several
practical benefits. A single well-performing multilingual model
saves significant manual effort to tune each language individually
during training, as well as model maintenance and deployment when
in production. Building a highly accurate large-scale multilingual
teacher model also enables scaling up semi-supervised training to
more languages via iterative pseudo-labeling. A single multilin-
gual model ensures seamless deployment and good ASR quality for
locales with heterogeneous languages as it integrates language iden-
tification signals and speech recognition signals during decoding. In
some cases, there is a positive effect where high-resource languages
also improve low resource languages performance when we mix and
train them simultaneously.

One key challenge of multilingual ASR in practice is when we
scale up the number of languages, our vocabulary size grows larger.
Prior works [18] trained a multilingual ASR for 15 languages by

simply combining all graphemes together. [21] proposed multilin-
gual with multi-decoder output for 4 languages. [17] built multilin-
gual ASR on top of 50 languages with total 16,000 hours training
dataset. To the best of our knowledge, most of the existing works
have less amount of languages and smaller unique graphemes size
compared to our in-house video dataset.

In this paper, we explore large-scale multilingual on 70 lan-
guages with 150,000 hours dataset. We explored based on two archi-
tectures: shared input embedding and output architecture and mul-
tiple input embedding and output architecture. In the shared model
experiment, we show the importance of tokenization strategy across
different languages and provide further analysis of the result. Later,
we use the best token strategy to train a multilingual model with mul-
tiple input embedding and output layers. We evaluate our multilin-
gual model on in-house dataset and show significant improvement
over monolingual models. Lastly, we also show our multilingual
model could generalized well on the new domain and dataset. We
achieve 9.5% and 7.5% WER on Multilingual Librispeech (MLS)
with zero-shot and finetuning, respectively. To the best of our knowl-
edge, our result is competitive with the state-of-the-art performance
on MLS dataset.

2. MULTILINGUAL ASR

2.1. Model Architecture

Our multilingual model is based on an end-to-end Transducer model
[22] that is composed by encoder, predictor, and joiner modules. Let
x = [x1, .., xT ] be an input speech features with length T and y =
[y1, ...yU ] be an output token sequence with length U . The encoder
model process x and produce higher level acoustic representation
henc = [henc

1 , .., henc
T ] = enc(x). The prediction network is (usu-

ally) an autoregressive decoder that produces hidden states hpred =
[hpred

1 , .., hpred
U ]. Each hidden states hpred

u = pred(y1, .., yu−1)
conditioned on previous output tokens y<u. The joiner module com-
bines both encoder henc

t and predictor hpred
u representation to cal-

culate the logits zt,u = joiner(henc
t , hpred

u ). Lastly, we apply
softmax function to calculate the probability given input and pre-
vious output tokens P (yt,u|x[1..t], y<u) = softmax(zt,u). Trans-
ducer loss is defined as a negative log-likelihood of output sequence
given the input features L(x,y; θ) = − logPθ(y|x) where θ =
{enc, pred, joiner} parameters.

Here, our encoder module starts with three VGG layers (where
each VGG layer consisted of two 2d-convolution layers with kernel
size = 3 and pooling size = 2) to reduce the speech feature length by
8 times and followed by 60 Transformer [23] layer with input dimen-
sion 1152, feedforward dimension = 4608, head = 16 and GeLU acti-



Fig. 1. Multilingual model with a) shared input embedding and output linear layer; b) multiple input embedding and output linear layer.

vation function [24]. We set dropout p = 0.1 for every Transformer
layers. The predictor consisted of an input embedding layer with
output dimension = 1024, 2 LSTM [25] layers with hidden dimen-
sion = 512 with dropout with p = 0.3 and layer normalization [26].
The joiner layers combined the encoder and predictor hidden repre-
sentation by elementwise sum operation, followed by tanh activation
and a softmax linear layer. In this work, we investigate two types of
Transducer models: (1) shared input embedding and output archi-
tecture, (2) language-specific multiple input embedding, and output
linear architecture.

2.2. Shared Input Embedding and Output Architecture

One of the simplest ways to tackle multilingual ASR is by having a
shared representation between all languages. In Figure 1a, we con-
struct a Transducer with single input embedding and output layer to
represent all languages. As we know Transducer loss requires high
memory usage, specifically O(B × T ×U × V ) complexity, which
scales linearly with vocabulary sizes. This motivates us to find a
different way to represent each language’s transcription to achieve a
better tradeoff between efficiency and model accuracy.

Several representation choices exist depending on the language
and their tokenization or pre-processing. Some languages like En-
glish, French, etc... (Indo-European languages) with Latin-based
alphabet have small unique characters and could be represented as
characters or sub-words [27]. Some research has shown that using
sub-words provides better results compared to phonemes or char-
acters [28]. On the other hand, some languages (e.g., Mandarin,
Japanese, Korean) have very large unique characters and it is not
feasible to use sub-words to represent them. To reduce the size, one
could represent those languages with their phonemes (e.g., Man-
darin Pinyin, Korean Jamo). However, [29, 30] showed that using
phonemes hurts the performance and requires extra post-processing
steps (e.g., WFST [31]) to convert the model output back to their
original written form transcriptions.

Let ∪ be the set-union operator that merges two sets and keeps
only unique elements inside. We explore two approaches:

1. Let L = [1...L] be a set of L languages. For all languages
l ∈ L, we extract characters Vl = extract char(language l) and
union all into Vchar =

(⋃
l∈L Vl

)
.

2. For all languages o ∈ O ⊆ L with unique characters
larger than 512, we set Vo = extract char(language o).

For all languages p ∈ P ⊆ L with unique character less
than 512, we extract subword with max. 512 tokens Vp

= extract subw(language p, size=512). Lastly, we union
all subwords and characters token into Vchar+subw =(⋃

o∈O Vo

)
∪
(⋃

p∈P Vp

)
.

The first approach is the simplest one where we just use basic tok-
enization to get all characters from each language and union all of
them by removing any duplicates to achieve minimum vocabulary
size. The second approach takes advantage of subword tokenization
that has been proven to work well in end-to-end ASR [28]. By com-
bining the subword tokenization for languages with small unique
characters and characters tokenization for some languages with a
large number of unique characters, we aim to strike a balance be-
tween minimizing the vocabulary size and improving the ASR per-
formance.

2.3. Multiple Embedding and Output Architecture

We explore another architecture with language-specific input em-
bedding and output linear layer. Figure 1b shows the architecture
differences compared to the shared language architecture. Let demb

be the embedding output dimension, dhid be the LSTM hidden di-
mension, and V̂l = Vl ∪Ø be the tokens for language l plus a blank
token Ø. Then we have multiple embedding weights E = [E1, ..EL]

where El ∈ R|V̂l|×demb and multiple output linear weights W =

[W1, ..,WL] where Wl ∈ Rdhid×|V̂l| and b = [b1, .., bL] where
bl ∈ R|V̂l|. For each language input embedding and output layer,
we use characters if that language contains > 512 unique charac-
ters, otherwise, we use subwords with 512 tokens. One advantage
of this language-specific architecture is that we could represent the
same token between different languages with different embedding
and weight matrices. Thus, we could disambiguate characters and
subwords that look the same in the written space but sound different
(e.g., ‘a’ is spelled as ‘eI’ in English and ‘a’ in Indonesian).

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

3.1. Dataset

We conduct the experiments on our in-house datasets. All in-house
datasets are de-identified public videos with no personally identifi-



Fig. 2. Language vs. hours of training data for 70 languages.

able information (PII). Figure 2 shows the amount of hours train-
ing data for each language. Overall, we have around 150,000 hours
across 70 languages (including different dialects and accents).

We run data alignment and segmentation pipelines to remove
long silences or low-quality transcription and segment original
speech and transcripts into maximum of 10-second chunks. To in-
crease the amount of training data, we apply speed perturbation [32]
with speed factors of 0.9x and 1.1x. Since there are some languages
with low amount of data, we apply batch re-sampling [19] by sam-
pling from pl ∼

(
nl
N

)α with α = 0.5. We do not apply any extra
processing for the transcript and keep all casings and punctuations
for our model to learn them in an end-to-end fashion.

For the shared model experiment, we prepare several vocabu-
lary sets. The character-only vocabulary set Vchar consists of 11320
unique tokens after unionization. The majority of the tokens come
from Mandarin (8542 unique characters), Japanese (4177 unique
characters), and Korean (2313 unique characters). The charac-
ter+subword vocabulary set Vchar+subw consists of 18744 unique
tokens, which is the union of Mandarin, Japanese, Korean charac-
ters, and 512 subwords for each of the remaining languages. For
the language-specific model experiment, we use characters token to
represent Mandarin, Japanese, and Korean, and 512 subwords for
each of the remaining languages.

We evaluate our model with test data on two different domains,
vid-clean and vid-noisy, for every language. The main difference
between these two domains is that the data from vid-noisy are more
acoustically challenging compared to vid-clean. The amount of data
for each language ranges from 5-50 hours for vid-clean and 12-50
hours for vid-noisy.

3.2. Training Details

We extract 80-dimension log-Mel spectrogram features with step-
size 10ms and window-size 25ms from the audio waveform. We
apply mean-variance normalization for each time-step and SpecAug-
ment [33] with W = 80, F = 27, mF = 1, T = 100, p = 1.0,
mT = 2.

Our multilingual models have around 1 billion parameters for
all scenarios (with little variation depending on the vocabulary
size). To improve training throughput and memory efficiency,
we use several tricks following [13] such as: fully sharded data
parallel (FSDP) [34], activation checkpointing [35] and mixed-
precision training [36]. We use Adam optimizer [37] with peak
lr = 4e − 4, β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.98. We train our model for up to
700,000 updates with 64 GPUs. We apply lr warm-up for the first
20,000 updates and exponentially decay for the rest of the remaining
updates into 0.1 from the peak lr.

4. RESULTS

In this section, we discuss our experimental results in different sce-
narios and followed by a discussion. Our monolingual baselines
are 100 million parameters Emformer-based RNN-T [7]. For some
monolingual baselines, we combine groups of languages with high
similarity together (e.g., pt-pt and pt-br) for improving the perfor-
mance. We use word error rate (WER) for most of the word-based
languages and character error rate (CER) for character-based lan-
guages (i.e. Japanese (ja), Mandarin (zh-tw), Korean (ko), Burmese
(my) and Thai (th)).

4.1. Results on In-House Dataset

Table 1. Average WER(%) on test vid-clean and vid-noisy.

Model vid- vid-
clean noisy

Monolingual (MO) 19.2 20.2
Multilingual

w/ shared char (ML-SC) 20.6 21.4
w/ shared char + subw. (ML-SCW) 16.9 17.8
w/ lang. spec. in&out (ML-IO) 16.2 17.4

We report our results on in-house datasets vid-clean and vid-
noisy in Table 1. The multilingual model with shared character strat-
egy ML-SC shows inferior results with relative WER degradation
of 5.9%-7.3% compared to MO. By using the shared char+subword
strategy, ML-SCW shows relative WER improvement of 16.8%-
18% compared to ML-SC and 11.9%-12% compared to MO. On
top of that, by adding language-specific embedding and output
layer, ML-IO achieved relative WER improvement of 2.2%-4.1%
compared to ML-SCW and 13.9%-15.6% compared to MO.

Figure 3 shows the detailed comparison for all languages be-
tween all models. As we can see, our multilingual models ML-SWC
and ML-IO gain significant improvement especially on low resource
languages (e.g., Danish (da), Polish (pl)).

4.2. Analysis on Shared Character vs. Shared Character + Sub-
word

We observe a relatively sizeable performance gap between shared
char and shared char + subword model in the previous section. Our
hypothesis is different tokenization strategies significantly change
the number of decoding steps for each language. We calculate the
statistic of the number of tokens per second after we apply tok-
enization to the transcription. Then, we got 11.5 ± 2.6,max =



Fig. 3. WER comparison across all languages on in-house dataset test vid-clean.

15.3,min = 3.8 on shared char, and 4.8± 0.7,max = 6.8,min =
3.5 on shared char+subword. As we can see, shared char tokeniza-
tion leads to longer decoding time-step and higher variance between
different languages.

To confirm our hypothesis, we dive deeper by comparing the
inference result. First, we choose Tamil (ta) result as we observed
the largest performance gap between ML-SC and ML-SCW. ML-
SC gets 36.5% WER with 3.5% insertion, 11.5% deletion, 21.4%
substitution error rate and ML-SCW gets 27.3% WER with 5% in-
sertion, 3.5% deletion, 18.7% substitution error rate. We could a big
difference in the deletion error rate, but their insertion and substitu-
tion error rates remain similar. Coincidently, Tamil has the highest
number of tokens per second (15.3). On the other hand, ML-SC
could match or improve ML-SCW performance in some languages
(i.e. Japanese, Korean) with similar tokens per second.

Lastly, we calculate the error rate on all languages and we found
ML-SC is averaging 4.8% insertion, 6.7% deletion, 9.9% substitu-
tion, and ML-SCW is averaging 5% insertion, 3.7% deletion, 9.1%
substitution error rate. We observed the same thing happening where
the deletion error rate increased by 44% by using shared char instead
of shared char+subword tokenization. We conclude that simply us-
ing shared character tokenization could lead the multilingual model
to subpar performance due to the high variation of decoding time-
step between different languages. We show that by minimizing the
variance of decoding steps between languages with clever combina-
tions between subwords and characters, we could significantly im-
prove our multilingual result.

4.3. Results on MLS: Zero-shot and Finetuning

Here, we want to observe how our multilingual model generalizes
on new unseen domains and datasets. Therefore, we perform a zero-
shot task to see how our model performs directly without any ad-
ditional training steps and adaptation. After that, we also want to
measure how good our model is to be adapted into a new dataset by
using it as a seed model. For this purpose, we use Multilingual Lib-
rispeech (MLS) [38] dataset that consisted of 8 languages (English,
German, Dutch, French, Spanish, Italian, Portuguese, and Polish).
Table 2 shows MLS average WER from prior works and our exper-
iment. We achieve 9.5% WER on zero-shot and 7.5% WER after

finetuning. To the best of our knowledge, our result is competitive
with the state-of-the-art performance on MLS dataset.

Table 2. Average WER(%) on MLS test sets.

Model WER (%)
Prior works
Monolingual CTC [17] 11.8
Monolingual CTC w/ 5-gram LM [17] 10.7
XLS-R (ft. 10h) [19] 13.8
RNN-T 1B (ft. all) [18] 7.9
Zero-shot
MO 13.7
ML-SCW 9.8
ML-IO 9.5
Finetune all
ML-SCW 7.7
ML-IO 7.5

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we conducted a study about large-scale multilingual
ASR across 70 languages and on around 150,000 hours of speech
data. We show that balancing the tokenization strategy is very impor-
tant to achieve better WER on both word-based and character-based
languages. Our proposed multilingual ASR with char+subword
achieves 12% WER improvement compared to monolingual mod-
els. On top of that, by adding language-specific embedding and
output layer, we achieve 13.9-15.6% WER improvement over the
monolingual model. We also show our model could generalize and
adapt to unseen domains and datasets. We achieve 9.5% and 7.5%
WER on Multilingual Librispeech (MLS) with zero-shot and fine-
tuning, respectively. In the future, we plan to scale up the amount of
training data by adding pseudo-labeling pipeline in every language.
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